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Foreword

Adina is 28 years old. She says about herself that she
likes beauty, she likes listening to music and dancing.
She uses a wheelchair since the age of 11. It has taken
her over 17 years to get to the point where she says it
loud and with confidence that she can and she wants
to do more.
Her story shows us how difficult it can be to make
the conscious choice of getting out of one`s comfort
zone. It can be much harder to be forced to get out of
your comfort zone. This is what happened to Adina

at age 11, due to a condition called polyneuropathy.
This is what happens annually to thousands of
Romanians. There are people who had driving,
swimming, or height-related accidents. They now
need guidance to learn how to do differently the
things they used to be able to do before. These are
the persons with spinal cord injuries that Motivation
guides towards independent living.
Becoming a wheelchair user is a process, as
is that of becoming independent. The difference
between these two processes lays in their duration
and complexity. People come to need a wheelchair
in the blink of an eye. Afterwards, they need months
or even years, as in Adina’s case, to learn to use the
wheelchair and to find a new way in life. Our mission
is to make this transition easier. We make sure that, in
any point they may find themselves on this road, we
are there to help them reach independence.
Each victory of those who come to Motivation for
active rehabilitation means one life changed for the
better. This change can mean that Adina learned to
cross a threshold on her own, that Florin learned to
put his shoes on his own, or that Fabian discovered
his passion for wheelchair sports. We all can be part
of this process and help those around us discover and
show their abilities, one little step at a time.
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„Before, I used to tell myself: today
my mother will help me; only
today, because I am tired; only this
time, to get dressed faster. Now
I discovered that I can and I want
to do things myself. I want to be
super-independent, to manage on
my own, to get a job. I dream of
learning to drive.”

Achievements
2016

27
3,378

persons with
disabilities or from
other vulnerable
groups regained their
self-confidence and
hope for independent
living

youth with
disabilities from
institutions
continue to enjoy
life in the Motivation
family

222

persons with
mobility disabilities
learned wheelchair
skills at active
rehabilitation
sessions

102
71

volunteers from
companies
became friends
with our young
adults, at
Motivation or
during field trips

specialists
developed their
expertise in the
provision of
services to
Romanians with
disabilities

50

1,000

adapted transport
rides for persons with
limited mobility,
provided by our social
enterprises

photo credits: cătălin cazacu

persons from
disadvantaged groups
secured employment
with support from
Motivation

photo credits: sorin petculescu
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Our program
means:

1. Marian’s
wheelchair is
adjusted at the
Mobility Caravan in
Vișinești, Dâmbovița
county, June 2016.
2. Florin practices
basketball at a
training session in
Buda, Ilfov county,
October 2016.
3. Wheelchair repairs
and adaptations
workshop at the
Mobility Caravan,
June 2016.

 Personalized
wheelchair assessment
and prescription

photo credits: sorin petculescu
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 Wheelchair
adaptation to the
user’s needs
 Training for
wheelchair skills
 Maintenance and
monitoring

kilometers driven by
Motivation’s teams to
provide wheelchairs
and services to youth
with mobility
disabilities living in
rural, isolated or poor
areas

1,946

wheelchairs and
mobility equipment
donated

52

youth with mobility
disabilities from
rural, isolated or poor
areas received new
wheelchairs, repairs
or adaptations at
the Mobility Caravan
and subsequent
independent living
trainings

Mobility
equipment

Florin had an old and weather-beaten wheelchair, lacking
a footrest and rusty here and there. When our colleagues
met him, they told him that he could become more active.
Following the assessment process, we replaced the
wheelchair with one that was appropriate for his size and
abilities. “I adjusted quickly to my new wheelchair. It is
much safer, I even practiced going down stairs”.
florin, 21
Received an appropriate wheelchair and learned
to use it at Motivation (photo 2)

A

n appropriate mobility
equipment is essential for
the health, functioning
and independent living prospects
of persons with mobility
disabilities. An appropriate
wheelchair prevents medical
complications and isolation.
Motivation Romania applies
the principles of wheelchair
provision adapted to the diagnosis,
needs and abilities of each user,
in accordance with the World
Health Organization (WHO)

recommendations. Together with
the wheelchair, each user receives
training for safe and correct
wheelchair use.
Motivation’s technicians,
who carry out the individual
wheelchair assessment and
prescription, complete certified
trainings based on the WHO
curricula.
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Our program
means:

2

1. At the Mobility
Caravan, Florin
practices going
down stairs, under
the guidance of an
independent living
trainer.
2. Mirel learns to
go down stairs in
his wheelchair at a
training session, April
2016.
3. Simi practices
doing the wheelie,
January 2016.

 Wheelchair
maneuvering
techniques

 Personal care and
hygiene
photo credits: sorin petculescu
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 Preventing pressure
sores and urinary tract
infections
 Home, driving and
workplace adaptations
 Employment and
rights

persons regained
their independence
using a wheelchair
at the active
rehabilitation
sessions

173

free calls at the
Motivation
Call Center
0800 030 762

64

youth with
mobility disabilities
practiced MIRA
computer-assisted
rehabilitation

44

children and
adults with
disabilities
received adapted
transportation
services

Active
rehabilitation

„With help from Motivation, I came to manage
on my own and to think that we should be
happy. Regardless of what life gives us, we
should move ahead with smiles on our faces. I
learned many things – how to be on my own,
to ride my wheelchair or to transfer from bed
to the wheelchair, I even played basketball.
There are many things I did, that I never
thought I would do again.”
simi, 28
Active rehabilitation program participant (photo 3)

T

his program serves
persons who have
recently become
wheelchair users or who did not
have the opportunity to learn to
be independent in a wheelchair.
Active rehabilitation includes
physiotherapy, independent
living training, counseling
and adapted sports.
Participants are guided by a
multidisciplinary team that
includes physiotherapists and

independent living trainers. At
our sessions, wheelchair users
learn to discover and use their
abilities for themselves and for
others in the community.
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1. Roxana and
Andreea ride together
at the Wheelchair
users’ sports camp,
April 2016.
2. Wheelchair
basketball at the
Wheelchair users’
sports camp,
September 2016.
3. Archery practice
for wheelchair users,
April 2016.

Our program
means:
 Health and mobility
 Motivation to be
independent in a
wheelchair
 Inspiration for
those around us

wheelchair
basketball
demonstrations

32

wheelchair users
introduced to
adapted sports
during dedicated
camps

6

wheelchair sports
practiced by
participants

20

volunteers without
disabilities
tried wheelchair
basketball

Wheelchair
sports

„I am an athlete. I go to the gym, I do fitness, I play
basketball. I started practicing sports at Motivation. I
attended one of their camps, where I tried basketball,
badminton, ping-pong, archery… You can stand up, not
necessarily on your feet, to be a winner.”
fabian, 23
Attended one of our wheelchair users’
sports camps (photo 2, left)

W

heelchair sports are
part of the active
rehabilitation
process. Practicing sports helps
wheelchair users to maintain
their muscle tone. Sports also
contribute to one’s mental
wellbeing and encourage
overcoming one’s perceived
limits.
At Motivation, we believe
in sports as spectacular means
to demonstrate the abilities of
wheelchair users. Sports bring

people together, give them
opportunities to know each
other, to discover their abilities
and to interact.
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1. Workplace
identification skills
workshop, August
2016.
2. Ilie and Marian at
their new workplace,
at a pest control
company, November
2016.
3. Meeting with
clients with
disabilities looking
for jobs, August
2016.

Our program
means:
 Motivation
photo credits: sorin petculescu
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 Professional
counseling
 Workplace
mediation
 Work
accompaniment

209

persons with
different disabilities
received
employment
services

152

persons received
support in seeking
jobs

Employment of
disadvantaged
persons

Ilie worked in different jobs, but when he contacted us he
was worried that, after 9 months of searching, he was unable
to find a job. In April 2016, our colleagues helped him find
work at a pest control company. When things seemed to
improve, Ilie got sick. Our colleagues then counselled him and
made sure that, after his medical leave, Ilie returned to work.

ilie, 46

persons found
jobs with
our help

7

persons with
disabilities receive
long-term
employment and
independent
living services

T

his program
supports persons
with disabilities,
youth over 18 leaving public
child protection institutions,
unemployed and Roma
persons. Our team helps
beneficiaries improve their
personal and professional skills,
and develop abilities to identify
and retain their workplace.
We provide services in the
following areas: professional
information and counseling,

training programs, workplace
mediation and accompaniment.
Since 2015, the WINGS
project in Piatra Neamț
provides long term support
for employment and
independent living to groups
of 4 disadvantaged persons,
including persons with mobility
disabilities.
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50

Person with hearing loss, client of our employment
program (photo 2)
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Our program
means:
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 Family-like homes and
semi-independent living options

1. Mihaela
and Laurențiu
participate in
activities at
Motivation’s Day
Center.
2. Marian and
Nicoleta prepare
handcrafted
decorations.
3. Călin attending
SOfit sports
activities.

 Occupational therapy,
physiotherapy and
adapted sports
 Assisted employment
 Developing independent
living skills
 Camps and community
participation
 Lifelong friends

abandoned youth
with disabilities
continue to live
in the Motivation
family

71

volunteers from
companies are their
friends

28

SOfit fitness
sessions for
17 youth with
disabilities and the
specialists they
work with

3

camps at
Văratec and
one trip to the
mountains

The IMPACT
Program

Călin laughs a lot and often uses jokes to make
friends. He does not speak very clearly but repeats
his words with patience as many times as needed.
He knows how to do things on his own and rarely
asks for assistance. He prepares his own food,
cleans his room and carefully dusts the numberless
Scooby Doos in his collection. “I like playing football
with the boys. I would like to have a job”.
călin, 18
One of the young adults with disabilities in Motivation’s care
(photo 3)

I

n 2003 we initiated
the IMPACT program
and transferred 37
children with medium and
severe disabilities from state
institutions. Today, 27 of them
are young adults and still live
at Motivation, in family-like
homes. The others were
reintegrated into foster families
or their biological families. We
give our youth the protection
and warmth of a family, as well

as access to therapies that help
them discover and improve
their social and independent
living skills.
Together, we work in the
occupational workshop, the
physiotherapy room or the
sensory stimulation room, we
learn to name colors, we play or
practice sports.
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1. Fabian playing
basketball at an
adapted sports camp,
September 2016.
2. School inclusion
seminar for children
with and without
disabilities, January
2016.
3. 3 x 3 Wheelchair
basketball demo at a
streetball event, July
2016.

photo credits: bogdan cristel
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You can watch
Motivation’s short
films and useful
videos about life in
a wheelchair on our
Youtube and Vimeo
channels.

5

short films promote
abilities, provide
helpful information
to prevent
accidents from
diving in shallow
waters, and
illustrate how to
help wheelchair
users in case
of a fire

Look at
Abilities!

„Hats off for your team! You all are a handful of
pure energy, that you rarely see elsewhere. I
hope we meet again very soon!”
marius s.
Entrepreneur and participant at the event “Inspiration through
sports!” organized together with Romanian Business Leaders

72
4

wheelchair
basketball teams
demonstrated their
abilities at
mainstream
streetball events

W

e use each
opportunity to give
the message that
abilities matter. We encourage
appreciation for what each of
us can do. Our message goes
out to persons with disabilities
attending our programs, as well
as to those without disabilities
from the community.
We organize camps, sports
events and awareness raising
seminars in order to take down
barriers and change mindsets.

We undertake research
projects on the situation of
wheelchair users in Romania.
These serve as tools for
specialists and decision makers,
whereby they can create
better approaches towards
full community participation
of persons with mobility
disabilities.
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participants at
seminars on school
inclusion
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1. The assessment
process enables
us to prescribe
an appropriate
wheelchair.
2. Andrei learned
to do the wheelie,
guided by the
Motivation trainer.
3. Training for
the occupation
of Wheelchair
technician.

2



Our program
means:

 Specialists who
understand and provide
personalized mobility
products and services
 Integrated service
approach, centered on
each person’s abilities
 Mutual respect and
equal opportunities for
each person with
disabilities served.

85

Trainings for
specialists

specialists completed
the WHO trainings

„It is crucial to respect several principles when providing
services to persons with mobility disabilities. We are
responsible for conveying the message that merely
giving a wheelchair to the end user is not enough.
Behind this end result stands an entire process that
should be completed correctly. Respecting each step
in this process ensures that wheelchair users receive
quality services, based on the principles promoted by
the World Health Organization.”
george
Physiotherapist and WHO trainer

Trainings on wheelchair service
provision are based on the World
Health Organization (WHO)
curricula.

colleagues practice
the Culture of
gentleness day by
day in their work with
young adults with
disabilities from the
IMPACT program

17

Motivation specialists
use the ICF principles

Courses on the introduction of
the International Classification
of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF, another WHO
instrument) enable professionals
to work in teams and to adopt
ability-centered principles in
their work. These courses change
the current medical approach of
disability and promote a common
language for specialists from
different areas of expertise.

The Culture of gentleness is an
approach based on psychological
interconnectedness. This
approach holds that each person
feels the need to be connected
and to have relationships built on
equality and mutuality, in a loving
community that cares for its
members. Those who depend on a
caretaker or therapist need to feel
they have a partnership that goes
beyond the boundaries of a formal
relationship.
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M

otivation’s trainings
for specialists promote
best practices and
improve the services available
to wheelchair users in Romania,
providing them to each user, as
close as possible to their home.

33

1. Andrei makes wheelchair
adaptations, Supernova Neamț
Sports Club Association.
2. Eugen handles bicycle
and wheelchair repairs and
maintenance, Wheels of Change
Sports Club Association.
3. Creative skills workshop,
Supernova Neamț Sports Club
Association.

We are 
entrepreneurs:

1
3
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 Providing adapted
mobility services for
persons with disabilities
 Using our expertise to
provide mainstream
medical rehabilitation
services
 Stimulating companies
to employ persons with
disabilities
 Generating incomes to
support essential social
services for those with
disabilities.

2

Social
enterprises

social enterprises
generate income for
Motivation’s social
services

ionela
Wheelchair user and client of the adapted transport service
provided by the Supernova Neamț Sports Club Association.

T

he social economy model
promoted by Motivation
aims to increase the
participation of vulnerable groups
on the labor market and in the
community. We work towards this
goal with the help of associations
or limited liability entities that
hire persons from disadvantaged
groups and provide or mediate
services to clients. The incomes
thus generated fund local social
programs for persons with
disabilities.

In 2001 we created Motivation
LLC, owned solely by Motivation
Romania Foundation. Motivation
LLC provides mobility equipment
and medical consumables. The
profit generated supports the
Foundation’s nonprofit activities.
In 2011 we created the
Motivation Clinic, providing
medical rehabilitation services to
clients from Bucharest and Ilfov
county.

7

partner social
enterprises

1,000

adapted transport
rides for 127 clients
country-wide

Since 2015 we support the
growth of seven social enterprises
based in Ilfov, Prahova, Cluj,
Brașov, Neamț, Timiș and Sibiu
counties. These provide:
 Transportation for persons
with disabilities or limited
mobility;
 Wheelchair adaptations,
maintenance and repairs, as well
as wheelchair users ̛ training;
 Intermediation of products
and services as Authorized
Sheltered Workshops.
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„For the first time, I did not need to ask several
people before I could secure my ride. The
problems of storing my wheelchair in the trunk,
of someone helping me find a place for it on
the bus or in the luggage compartment, are all
forgotten. Adapted transportation is very useful
and helpful for me.”



1

Our program
means:

2

3

1. Smart Drive is an
assisted propulsion
mechanism for
wheelchair users.
2. An appropriate
wheelchair
gives safety and
independent living to
its user.
3. Driving
adaptations further
increase the mobility
and independence of
wheelchair users.

 Mobility equipment
and medical consumables
paid by the Health
Insurance Agency (HIA)
photo credits: sorin petculescu
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 Personalized
wheelchairs

 High-tech assistive
devices
 Driving adaptations
 18 regional teams
providing client-centered
services country-wide.

1,432

Motivation
LLC

wheelchairs paid
by the HIA

sorin
Driving adaptations specialist at Motivation LLC

M

otivation LLC was
created in 2001 to
generate income for
the social services provided by
its sole shareholder, Motivation
Romania Foundation. The LLC is
a social enterprise that employs
persons with and without
disabilities and generates incomes
that fund programs dedicated to
persons with disabilities.
Motivation LLC is the only
provider country-wide delivering
personalized wheelchairs,

promoting correct wheelchair
adaptations and distribution
of mobility equipment. Since
2014 Motivation LLC is the only
certified dealer in Romania for
the Panthera high performance,
lightweight wheelchairs produced
in Sweden.
At Motivation LLC, persons with
disabilities can receive an adapted
wheelchair paid by the county
Health Insurance Agency (HIA).
The company also provides urinary
incontinence products paid by the

132

vehicles adapted to be
driven by persons with
mobility disabilities

129

walkers, canes and
crutches paid by
the HIA

HIA: urinary catheters for women
and men, Foley catheters, urinary
condoms with adhesive tape or
silicone, urinary catheter bags and
colostomy consumables.
Since 2007, Motivation LLC
is certified by the Romanian
Automotive Register to make
driving adaptations for persons
with mobility disabilities. The
adaptation enables wheelchair
users to drive vehicles by manually
controlling the break and gas
levers.
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„For us, driving adaptations are not just products.
They enhance the freedom of movement of drivers
who use them, showing them that abilities do
matter. In traffic, behind the wheel, we are all
just drivers. Our role is to ensure the appropriate
environment for drivers with mobility disabilities
to feel confident both in themselves and in their
driving adaptation, to drive safely and without
traffic incidents.”

1



Our program
means:

2

3

1. At the Clinic’s
reception, we give
clients information
about the medical
and rehabilitation
services available.
2. The Clinic’s
electrotherapy and
laser therapy room.
3. Physiotherapy
sessions are adapted
to each client’s
needs.

fotografii de: sorin petculescu
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 Medical rehabilitation
treatments for patients
from Bucharest-Ilfov
region
 Prevention of obesity
and postural deformities
among school children
 Nutrition
 Health Insurance
payment and promotional
offers
 Central location

178

patients paid
for medical
rehabilitation
check-ups,
physiotherapy or
massage

Motivation Clinic

“In order to help patients in difficulty, we
introduced two service packages. These
include two consultations and 10 days of mixed
treatment.”
dr. corina predescu
Manager, Motivation Clinic

53

753
free consultations
plus 10 days
treatment, paid
by the HIA

9
employees give
quality care to
clients

T

he Motivation Clinic is a
social business created
by the Foundation to
generate income for the social
programs we provide to persons
with disabilities. The Clinic was
established in 2011 with funds
from BCR-GoodBee through
their social business support
program.
Our Clinic provides medical
treatment for orthopaedicstraumatology, rheumatology or
neurology, as well as nutrition
advice.
In 2016 the Clinic also
continued its interventions for

the prevention of obesity and
postural deformities among
school children. We introduced
a video surveillance system
whereby parents can watch
their children’s physiotherapy
sessions. They can thus help
maintain a healthy lifestyle
and support the prescribed
physiotherapy treatment. The
Clinic also continued to support
patients with limited resources
via dedicated physiotherapy
offers.
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patients received
nutrition advice
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3

1. Adapted bocce at
an independent living
training session,
Buda, Ilfov county,
September 2016.
2. Wheelchair
basketball demo at a
3x3 streetball event,
Brașov.
3. Mihaela,
passionate for
puzzles and
handmade
accessories, lives
at Motivation since
2004.

photo credits: călin ilea

photo credits: sorin petculescu
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Motivation comes
closer to clients in
each county
 Regional early intervention
services for persons with spinal
cord injuries in Brașov, Timiș and
Neamț counties.
 Personalized wheelchairs
provided together with the
training needed for proper use.

Plans for 2017
„I will graduate from university and will continue
to work in social services, to help as many
persons with disabilities as I can. I would like to
become a good independent living trainer and a
positive example for those around me.”
ioana farcaș
Independent living trainer, Motivation Cluj team

3,000

wheelchairs delivered
in Romania in 2017

150

wheelchair users
trained to be
independent

50

persons with
disabilities employed
with our assistance

We plan to consolidate
Motivation’s services so that
children and adults with mobility
disabilities:
 receive appropriate early
intervention services for
independent living, in dedicated
facilities that are adapted to their
needs;
 have rapid access to
appropriate mobility equipment,
provided by trained professionals
available in each county;

 are valued and supported in the
community by trained specialists
and peers with positive attitudes.
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I

n 2017 we will continue to
provide services that reduce
the isolation and dependence
of persons with disabilities
throughout Romania, deriving
from the lack of local services or
lack of access to information and
support.
We will continue to give our
young adults with disabilities
a family like environment, the
therapies and interactions they
need to live fulfilling lives.

1. Wheelchair users
can be active, given
an appropriate
wheelchair, training
on how to use it and
support from those
around them.

2. Ionuț, Călin and
Marian found a family
at Motivation and live
fulfilling lives in the
community.

2

Make my dream
come true!

motivation romania foundation

1

 One time and recurring
donations

Give the gift of independent
living to a person with
disabilities supported by
Motivation.

 In kind donations in food,
cleaning and renovation
products, clothes and shoes

 2% of the income
tax of employees

 20% of the profit tax of
companies

 Volunteering

Be a driver for change towards independent
living of children and adults with disabilities in
Romania.





You donate for personalized
wheelchairs, independent living
training for wheelchair users,
or direct care for young adults
with disabilities transferred from
institutions.
We give our experience, the
specialists and determination to
give back mobility and hope in a

Donate on www.motivation.ro,
www.motivation.galantom.ro,
or via bank transfer to
RO 98 RNCB 0071 0114 2739 0030,
BCR Plevnei.
Make sure to name the program
you want to support.

life of fulfillment to children and
adults with disabilities that come
to our programs.
Make the gift of independent
living to a person with
disabilities supported by
Motivation.
Contact us at fiialaturide
mine@motivation.ro or
on www.facebook.com/
FundatiaMotivationRomania
to customize your involvement
with Motivation.
Send us your contacts and we
will write about the impact of
your support.

for one year ensure adapted
transportation for one
wheelchair user to active
rehabilitation sessions

25 lei/month

for one year give fresh fruit daily
to one young adult from the
Motivation homes

50 lei/month

for one year provide educational
or therapy materials for one
young adult living in our homes

100 lei/month
for one year enable one young
adult from our group homes
to spend the weekend at the
Motivation camp in Văratec.

150 lei/month
for one year cover one week of

independent living training for a
wheelchair user.
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Make my dream
come true!

10 lei/month

2016 Financial results

18+16+14121175432
2016 Funders

2,97%

3,45%

2,67%

4,27%

17,14%

4,32%

15,93%

5,32%

motivation romania foundation

7,22%

13,64%

11,29%

11,77%

FUNDERS

RON

USAID

896.073

17,14%

%

AGAPE Foundation, Sweden

832.667

15,93%

Romanian Social Development
Fund (FRDS) through the
Norwegian Fund

712.951

13,64%

The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints

615.391

11,77%

European Social Fund

590.256

11,29%

The Ministry of Labor, Family
and Social Protection

377.404

7,22%

Civil Society Development
Foundation (FDSC) through
the Norwegian Fund and the
Swiss-Romanian Cooperation
Programme

278.226

5,32%

UCP Wheels for Humanity

225.789

4,32%

Shaw Trust UK

222.930

4,27%

MOSAIC USA

155.122

2,97%

Corporate sponsors

180.095

3,45%

Donations: Make my dream
come true, Wheelchair fund,
2% income tax

139.662

2,67%

TOTAL

5.226.568

100%

Balance sheet 2016
01.01.2016

31.12.2016

ron

ron

Fixed Assets
Intangible assets

30.205

34.087

Tangible assets

2.171.945

2.144.976

Financial assets

22.216

11.500

total fixed assets

2.224.366

2.190.563

Current assets
Inventories

1.235.324

1.472.903

Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand
total current assets

8.439.077
1.360.703
11.035.104

667.044
865.801
3.005.748

Amounts due in one year
-funds received and not yet consumed
-other creditors
-leasing

-114.498
-6.481.388
0

-43.712
-387.092
-25.022

Amounts due in more than one year
Leasing

0

-91.163

Net current assets

4.439.218

2.458.759

Excedent/deficit

6.565.274

4.551.012

Reevaluation reserves

98.310

98.310

Total Charity funds

6.663.584

4.649.322

The assets and liabilities of The Charity

Creditors
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The funds of The Charity

Profit & Loss 2016
31.12.2015

31.12.2016

ron

ron

Incoming resources from generated funds
Foreign funds

3.613.437

Public funds

5.806.787

967.660

Corporate funds

278.683

86.122

Individual funds

2.135.520

1.907.483

Total incoming resources from charitable activities

11.834.427

5.226.568

Costs of charitable activities

13.040.809

9.017.079

Net surplus/deficit generated by charitable activities

-1.206.382

-3.790.511

Gain from financial activities

3.443.005

1.776.249

Net movements in funds

2.236.623

-2.014.262

Incoming resources from economic activities

motivation romania foundation

2.265.303

422.477

0

Cost of economic activities

423.325

0

Net deficit / surplus generated by economic activities

-848

0

Finance losses / gain

0

0

Profit before tax

-848

0

Profit tax

0

0

Profit for the year by economic activities

-848

0

total net deficit / surplus of charity

2.235.775

-2.014.262

Income and expenses
FMR [RON]

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Income

10,343,600

7.976.562

7.614.270

9.807.410

15.731.114

7.019.491

Expenses

9,403,094

7.266.172

6.472.829

9.769.545

13.495.339

9.033.753

surplus/deficit

940,506

710,391

1.141.441

37.865

2.235.775

-2.014.262
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Thank you for your support!
Strategic partners

Funders

motivation romania foundation

Partners

Sponsors

Pusterla 1880 Romania SRL

Our gratitude also goes to:

We are thankful to all those who supported Motivation’s programs through volunteering
and donations, or by redirecting 2% of their income tax.
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Oracle SA, SKF România, Asociația Ateliere Fără Frontiere, Asociația Sister, Fundația
Romanian Business Leaders, RIFIL SA, TCE 3 Brazi, OST Transport, Romexped Group,
Pharco Impex, Bella România, Europayment Services, Terapia SA, Stift Lux Design,
Comrad Events SRL, Yarnea SRL, Click Birotica SRL, Expert Solutions SRL

photo credits: sorin petculescu

Wheelchair users Call
Center: 0800 030 762
Can be called toll free from the following
networks: Telekom, Vodafone, Orange, Digi,
UPC, between 09:00 and 16:00.

Motivation Romania Foundation

Support Motivation:

Headquarters: No. 1 Podișor street, Buda
village, Cornetu, Ilfov county, Romania
t: 021 448 02 42
f: 021 448 11 07
e: info@motivation.ro
w: www.motivation.ro

motivation.ro/en/support-motivation/
make-my-dream-come-true

bucharest office: - Iuliu Maniu Bvd., Z
Building, Sector 6, Bucharest

